ABSTRACT. We prove Razmyslov's theorem on trace identities for M^^ using the invariant theory of pl(fc,Z).
We now describe our three basic reuslts: (1) There is an action of PL(V) on V®n given by the diagonal map, and an action of Sn on V®n given by a signed permutation (defined below). We denote by B the E'-subalgebra of End^V®") spanned by PL(V) and by A the E'-subalgebra of End£;(V) spanned by S". Then ii f E End.e(V®n) supercommutes with all of B, then it must lie in A. This implies that there is a single trace identity of degree (fc + l)(l + 1) such that all other trace identities are consequences of it. By®---®BnE End(V)®" and all A e PL(V)
Then there is a trace polynomial a such that, for all By,..., Bn E Mk,i, F(By®--®Bn) = a(By,...,B").
A few final remarks: PL(V) is of interest at least because it is important in the physics literature, cf. [1] . The identities of Mk,i are of interest because Kemer [3, Theorem 5] has shown them to be a basic building block in the theory of Tideals. Also, one may compare our trace identity theorem with Regev's "sign-trace" identities in [8] . Finally, it is our happy duty to thank J. Towber for suggesting the concepts of Z/2Z-graded invariants and the "basis-free" approach to PL(V).
1. The centralizer theorem.
In general, if Af is a graded right ^-module we may consider M as an E-E bimodule via the rule em = (-l)dese degmme for all homogeneous e E E, m E M. If M and N are graded right ^-modules we use this construction to define the graded tensor product M ®p N, so that em (gin = (-l)de^e de^mme® n = (-l)dese desmm® en. In this paper all tensor products will be graded. An n-fold graded tensor product can be defined similarly.
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In the case of V, let J: V -> V be given by J(U) = U and J(u,) = -Ui for all i. REMARK. Theorem 1.2 is a translation of two theorems from [2] -part (a) is 4.15 and part (b) is 3.20. In our proof of Theorem 1.2 we shall make use of these theorems as well as the notions that go with them. We recall these notions briefly for the reader's convenience.
Let U C V be the Z/2Z-graded F-vector space spanned by {ty,...,tk,uy,...,ui}.
EndF(C^) inherits a Z/2Z-grading with degree i part equal to {x: U -* U \ x(Uj) C U%+j,j = 0,1}. Endir({7), together with this grading (and supercommutator operation) is referred to as pl(t7), the general linear Lie superalgebra. To each x E pl(U) we associate a map x: t/®n -► U®n. If x is of degree zero, then x is the ordinary derivation Y17=i I®1-1 ® x ® I^>n~l-if x is of degree one, then x is defined to be the superderivation J^7=i J^>%~1^x®I®n~'1; and is extended to all of pl(U) by linearity. Finally, our map ip: ESn -* End^(y®™) restricts to a map (also called ip) from FSn to End f(U®n), and so affords an action of FSn on«7®n.
PROOF, (a) Let U C V be the graded F-vector spanned by {ty,...,tk,Uy,...,ui} and let a; be a homogeneous element of pl(U). Let 0 / e E E be homogeneous and such that deg e = deg x and e2 = 0. Then it is easy to see that I + ex E PL(V) and we consider ip(I + ex) E B.
Since the identity map is in B, the map fi®-• -®vn -► Y17=i wi®'' -®exvy®-■ -®vn is in B. If e is in E0, the map is e times the derivation J27=i I®1-1 ® x eg) In~%, and if e is in Ey, this map is e times the superderivation X)"=1 J®1-1 ® x ® In~l which is x. In the language of [2] : If z € pl(f7) and e E E are homogeneous of the same degree, then e ■ x E B. Now, if a E C(B) C Endp(U®n) then it can be written as a = Yleiaii where the ei are distinct words (F-independent elements) in E and the ai are in Endp(U®n). Also x E Endf({7®").
Since ex graded commutes with J2eiaii % must commute with ai for each i. By 4.15 of [2] , this implies that a^ is gotten from the ^-action of FSn on U®n. Hence a E ip(ESn) as claimed.
(b) If we restrict ip to a map FSn -» End£(r/®n), then 3.20 of [2] says that this map has kernel 53 {7.x ^ H(k, I; n)} and our result follows.
REMARK. The referee has drawn our attention to [9] , especially Theorem 2.6(1) on p. 78. The transition from pl(V) to PL(V) can be accomplished using that theorem, taking A = E, B = EndF(U®n), A' = E and B' = the image of pl(V).
We refer the reader to [9] for the additional insights into the present case.
Traces and permutations.
In this section we prove a couple of technical lemmas which will allow us to translate Theorem 1. 
Hence tp(a) takes vy ® tpy ® ■ ■ ■ ® vn ® <pn to (-l)ai+a,+"'^i(«<r(i)) • •-^(^(n))-
Now, let xz = Vi eg) tpi for all i and compare the quantity to trCT(xi,..., x"). In calculating trace Mk,i, tr(u ® tp) = (-l)de*'v<p(v), so here the sign in the first factor is (-l)ai, the sign in the second factor is (-1)"8, etc. So, we have confirmed that <p(a) takes vy ® <p y ® ■ ■ ■ eg> vn ® <pn totr(T(vy®tpy,... ,vn®tpn) for this special choice of a. In order to translate from this special case to the general one we need to describe some maps Sn -* S2n. If 7r e Sn we will associate to ir three elements of S2n:ir = (t, 1) will be the permutation which takes (1,2,... ,n,n + 1,..., 2n) to (tt(1), ..., ir(n),n + 1,..., 2n), so (vy ® ■ ■ ■ ® vn ® tpy ® ■ ■ ■ ® tpn)ir = ±(w7r(i) ® ■ ■ • ® v^(n) ®tpy®---® <pn); (n, ir) will be the permutation which takes (1,2,..., n, n + 1,..., 2n) to (ir(l),..., ir(n), ir(l) + n,..., ir(n) + n), so (vy ® ■ ■ ■ ® vn ® tpy ® ■ ■ ■ ® <pn)(ir,ir) = ±i\-(1) ® ■ ■ ■ ® tV(") ® <pn(y) ® ■ ■ ■ ® <p*{n) \ and ir* will ber_1(7r,7r)r so (vy ®<py ®-■ ■®vn®tpn)ir* = ±v"w ®<pnry) ®-■ -®vn'n) ®<pn(n)-
The map 7r* has a number of properties we will find useful:
(1) 7r*r = r(7r, ir), (ir, ir)r = ir*r by definition of 7r*; (2) ir*v = vir*, by a calculation; the general properties of traces, mtrCT = tr(xi trCT) and so ^a^m tr^ is an identity if and only Y a<r trCT is-Hence, Theorem 3.1 identifies the mixed trace identities as well as the pure ones and, in principal also identifies the polynomial identities. We now quote a result from [6] , which is stated first as a corollary and then as part of Note that it follows from the previous remarks that the mixed trace identities for Mkii all follow from those of degree (fc + 1)(Z + 1) -1. PROOF OF RAZMYSLOV'S LEMMA. By the branching theorem for the symmetric group, Razmyslov's lemma is equivalent to the following:
Let I c FSn be a two-sided ideal, and let J C FSm be the set of consequences of elements of I, considered as trace identities. Then J = FSmIFSm.
We will prove only that FSmIFSm C J, which is all we use in the proof of Theorem 3.2. The interested reader should be able to fill in the details for the opposite inclusion.
First of all, by induction, it suffices to prove the case of m = n + 1. In order to avoid ambiguity, we will let i: Sn -* Sn-\-i be the natural inclusion map. Next, since J is closed under conjugation by elements of Sn+i and under multiplication by elements of F, it suffices to prove that ISn+y C J. Let a E I and a E Sn+y. We want to show that i(a)a E J. The proof now breaks down into two cases, depending on whether or not a fixes n+l. If a fixes n+l, then a = i(a') for some a' E Sn, i(a)o = i(aa'). By hypothesis, aa' is an element of I. liaa' is identified with f(xy,..., xn), then i(aa') is identified with f(xy,...,xn)tr(xn+1). This is clearly a consequence of /. PROOF. Left to the reader. 
